The Ragdoll Cat

Why are Ragdoll cats known as puppy cats? How did they get their name and what is their life expectancy? Come learn
more about the.The Ragdoll is a cat breed with blue eyes and a distinct colourpoint coat. It is a large and muscular
semi-longhair cat with a soft and silky coat. Like all long.With positive reinforcement, Ragdoll cats learn quickly and
can pick up tricks as well as good behaviors such as using a scratching post. See all Ragdoll.Ragdoll cats tend to be
more interested in humans than some breeds of cats. They are known to run to greet you at the door, follow you from
room to room, flop .The Ragdoll cat can be described in three words: big, beautiful, and friendly. With silky,
medium-length fur that's similar to a Persian or Angora.Learn Everything You Need To Know About The Ragdoll Cat
Breed, From Their Physical Description & Personality To Feeding & More.Need information about Ragdoll cats? Check
out the Ragdoll cat breed profile written by GCCF cat judge Ross Davies bringing you the facts on Ragdoll cats.His
floppy, relaxed good nature gives the Ragdoll his name. He is a big, gentle cat with striking blue eyes who can get along
with everyone, including other.While some breeds of cats can be traced back hundreds of years, Ragdoll cats date back
just over five decades. The first litter was born in the.The Ragdoll Cat Breed Information and Facts, including buying
advice, photos, average costs to own and health care tips.If you are looking for a beautiful, sweet and playful cat as a
companion, then look no further. The loyal and devoted Ragdoll could be the cat for you. O.Caring for a Ragdoll Cat.
Ragdoll cats are a relatively new breed from the United States. Its interesting name, Ragdoll, was coined due to a unique
feature of the.Ragdoll Cat: learn more about this animal; its physical traits, temperament, behavior, etc. The Ragdoll was
born in in California, USA but was not.The Ragdoll Cat Breed: Docile, mild-mannered, and congenial, Rag-dolls make
ideal indoor companions. One of the nicest features of these cats is their.Originating in California, the Ragdoll cat is
known for its laid-back personality. We look at the history, temperament, and colours of this breed.Learn more about the
Ragdoll cat breed on our Ragdoll cat blog as well as links to a lot of Ragdoll cat information as well was Ragdoll cats
pics.The Ragdoll or Ragamuffin cat is sweet-tempered, docile and affectionate. Learn more about this breed with
Ragdoll cat pictures & information petMD.Ragdoll Cat Breed Guide: Comprehensive breed information about the
Ragdoll cat breed.Ragdoll cats are family-friendly and go limp when held, an attribute they were named after. These
quiet cats are also intelligent. Learn more.The creator of the Ragdoll cat, California breeder Ann Baker, bred large toms
with her own feline, Josephine, to create the distinctive kitty.Get information about the Ragdoll cat including facts,
history, personality traits, and what it's like to live with this breed of cat.
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